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TREEDAY media partners – 
reach out to over  
2 million eco-friendly users
Online magazines like Utopia.de or Biorama.eu are already 
using the TREEDAY map. Thus, TREEDAY companies can be 
found by over 2 million readers.

Nachhaltigkeit  
ist gut  
fürs Geschäft!

Empfiehl uns ein grünes 

Unternehmen und erhalte 
5 TreedCoins!
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The green 
lifestyle guide
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ÖBBÖBB Upgrade 1. Class

Boutiquehotel Stadthalle

Bio-Breakfast 1 + 1 TREEDAY converts CO2-saving consumption 
behaviour into the performance of trees. 
Through environmental friendly actions 
(TREEDS) users grow their individual forest. 
We reward their climate positive activities 
with TreedCoins, which can be redeemed for 
sustainable products and services.

TREEDAY lets you find sustainable companies 
nearby. Organic restaurants, green hotels  
and local groceries are just one click away.  
And TREEDAY Index© and TREEDAY Report© 
show the individual corporate sustainability  
at a glance.

Additionally, TREEDAY hosts a green 
social network. Users can engage with a 
sustainable community, recommend green 
companies and share their CO2-saving 
actions. Sustainable companies keep their 
followers posted on their latest climate 
friendly actions.
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A green  
social network

Green  
promotions

A green 
search engine

TREEDAY is the first international and cross-sectoral directory 
for sustainable companies. As sustainable consumption is 
on the rise, TREEDAY offers orientation for consumers and 
producers alike. Together with the University of Natural 
Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna, we have developed 
a plethora of tools to make corporate sustainability easily 
accessible, visible and transparent. 

The TREEDAY Index© is the world’s first indicator that presents 
corporate sustainability as a number from 0 to 100.

The TREEDAY Report© comprehensively  
documents the  socio-ecological  
engagement and makes it  
transparent for users, consumers,  
retailers, etc.

Find sustainable 
 companies nearby! 

Alle Branchen


